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city and seat of the Rosario Metropolitan Area, in the northeast of the
province of Santa Fe, Argentina. It is located some 5 km west of the
Paraná River, at an altitude of 200 m above sea level, on the route

between the Pan-American Highway and the city of Santa Fe. History
The area was settled by the indigenous Charrúa people. It was part of
the Guaraní former Cañare Guerros Warring States (ca. 1630-1700),

wherein the Cerro Soldado, presumably located nearby, was the
capital. The Spanish crown settled indigenous people there in order to
build forts and a fort (Fort Rosario), to defend the region. The site was

chosen in 1809 after it was decided to transfer the capital of the
province of Santa Fe from Santa Fe to the site, as part of an effort to
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restrict the autonomy of the province, however the first city was
founded in 1810. In 1812, the site was officially named Rosario, a name

which was under consideration during early colonial times. The city
became an important stop on the Camino Real, the old commercial
route along the southern part of the coast of South America, the old

"Spanish Main". During the nineteenth century, Rosario began to grow
and develop as a major industrial center.
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dam on the Witte Rijn near the village of Bakkersoorn, Limburg
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creates a reservoir called Seniorenpak, now a popular fishing and
watersport location. See also List of reservoirs and dams in the
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